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Un inspector de policía pide la puesta en libertad de tres peligrosos reclusos para que se unan a la lucha contra el crimen. Acción Crimen Published on: September 08, 2021 Views: Bad Guys {2014} HD
To combat rising violent crimes, the Police Chief asks Detective Oh Goo Tak to form a team consisting of criminals. Detective Oh
Goo Tak is currently suspended from the police force for using excessive force. Detective Oh Goo Tak gathers team members: Park Woong Cheol who is a gangster, Lee Jung Moon who is the youngest serial killer with extraordinary intelligence and Jung Tae Soo who is a contract killer. Also, Police Inspector Yoo Mi Young joins the team. She tries to
have the guys work as a team by dealing with them rationally and sometimes emotionally.Download & Watch Link (Telegram)Episode 1Episode 2Episode 3Episode 4Episode 5Episode 6Episode 7Episode 8Episode 9Episode 10Episode 11(The End)Thank All Myanmar Subtitle Channel
There was a show on CNBC recently about cyber
threats. The show was pretty much what you would expect when an organization ventures away from its core competence. Imagine if Computerworld did a story on derivatives or CDOs. As is typical of the mainstream media covering computer topics, most of those interviewed were self-serving. People and companies that make a living defending
computer systems, saying how bad things are and thus implying how necessary their services are. We've seen this before. Sadly, the show did nothing to educate viewers about Defensive Computing. I guess there are no ratings in telling people to eat their virtual vegetables. The Firesheep demo didn't even refer to Firesheep by name so an interested
viewer wouldn't know what to search for online. Still, it got me thinking. The data breaches that we hear about are surely a small percentage of those that are known. And, the known breaches are, in turn, a percentage of all those that have occurred. Even given this, we now seem to be in breach-of-the-day mode. So why are the bad guys winning? No
doubt there are many reasons that computer systems and networks get broken into. Here, off the top of my head, in no particular order, are a few: The game is rigged in favor of the bad guys: To avoid breaches, the good guys have to succeed 100% of the time. The bad guys only have to succeed once. TCP/IP, the underpinning of the Internet was
never designed with security in mind. Ditto Ethernet, the underpinning of almost all local area networks. You may recall that on the Internet, no one knows you're a dog. Internet User Guide:There is no User Guide to the Internet that lays out briefly and in simple language the obvious mistakes that should be avoided. Neither hardware manufacturers,
nor ISPs, nor operating system vendors have bothered to offer a helping hand to their most clueless users. A pamphlet would be plenty. If it only covered the most basic things, that would still be a huge step up. Things like the dangers of clicking links in email messages or that when you are prompted to install software there's a good chance it's a
scam. Mac users are just learning this last point the hard way. Welcome to the club. Back in February 2010 Microsoft employee and security expert Roger Grimes wrote: The majority of the risk is due to end-users intentionally executing socially engineered Trojans that show up as fake antivirus software, malicious video codecs, fake patches, and
needed software drivers. Yes, good patching and strong passwords also help, but Trojan horse programs that your end-users (or friends or family) get tricked into installing are by far the most popular, successful threat. The FROM address of an email address is easy to forge (see prior point) and too few people know this. People are gullible. SSL, the
technology behind secure web pages, is a sham.Update: This is a big topic that I didn't want to get into in detail. But, a few people wanted clarification, so see my comment below from June 2nd at 6:04pm. Home WiFi:People use WEP on their home WiFi networks. That Verizon continues to employ WEP for new customers is shocking. It should be
illegal. WEP encryption is easily broken, unlike the two newer schemes WPA and WPA2. That said, even WPA and WPA2 can be hacked if the password is weak. Public WiFi:People use unencrypted public WiFi networks without a VPN. You don't spit into the wind, you don't tug on Superman's cape and you shouldn't use unencrypted public WiFi
networks without a VPN. It opens up a slew of potential problems.Some files/data should never be accessible over the Internet. Yet, they often are.The IT field changes very quickly:When faced with a medical problem, we often deal with a doctor with 10 or more years of experience in their specialty. Very few programmers have that much experience
in the development environment they use. For example, no one on the planet has 10 years experience coding Android apps. Inexperience inevitably leads to rookie mistakes. Too many corporate executives have no technical savvy. This leaves them susceptible to scams and handicaps their ability to judge the importance and effectiveness of the
computer security at their company. Small businesses have no computer techies on staff which makes them ripe for online banking fraud. Brian Krebs did a series of articles describing many instances of this. Economics dictates that software will be buggy:Developers are paid to write applications that work and, often, that are finished ASAP. That
applications are totally and completely bug free may not be the highest priority. For one thing, it delays roll-out. For another, not every developer is up to the task. Steve Gibson discussed this briefly on his Security Now! podcast (episode 302, May 26, 2011). The topic was Donald Knuth, the author of TeX. Gibson called him "an artist of software" and
marveled at how bug free TeX turned out to be, despite being a massive system. According to Gibson, Knuth ... wrote it in a language that he knew .. and wrote it very carefully ... Now, is that a commercial practicality? No. I mean, he would have been fired by any employer. Software will always be buggy even without economics:Programming is still
an art and one best done by the fewest possible people. How many great works of art in a museum were done by a large team working together? Large applications, written by teams of developers, are especially likely to be buggy, either due to communication failures or the inclusion of less skilled developers. Popular software:When software gets
brutally popular (think Windows, Flash, Adobe Reader and Java) bad guys devote time and effort to finding bugs that can be exploited. Many times on this blog I suggested avoiding software that has a bulls eye painted on it's back. Bug fixes:The process of installing bug fixes (politely known as patches) to software applications on Windows and Macs
is disgraceful, with each application forced to roll its own self-update scheme. It's anarchy. While large corporations can spring for software that installs bug fixes company-wide, smaller organizations and consumers suffer. Thus many, if not most, personal computers are running software that is missing patches to known bugs. I used to recommend
Secunia's Online Software Inspector, but it requires Java and I'm hesitant to encourge the use of Java as flaws in old versions are frequently exploited by bad guys. Nothing prevents a program from advertising itself as doing one thing, but when it's installed doing something else too. Windows does not do a great job of defending itself. For example,
Patchguard, UAC, DEP and ASLR have all been defeated, at times, by bad guys. Least privilege:Both Windows and Macs have a concept of limited/restricted users and administrative users. Think of it as adult users who can do anything and child users who are restricted from messing up the guts of the system. An important defensive computing tact
is to run with the least privileges necessary. Practically speaking, this means logging on to the computer as a limited/restricted user most of the time and only logging on as an administrator/adult when necessary. But, both Windows and Macs default to using administrative level logons, a big security mistake. At the least, Windows XP users should
consider DropMyRights. Windows 7, which I hate with a passion, does a great job of running as a restricted user. An explanation of this belongs in the fictional Internet User Guide.Windows autorun:Microsoft keeps trimming it back, but it still exists in Windows 7. It should be thoroughly, completely and totally disabled. Microsoft does not offer this as
an option. I did back in January 2009. The technique I described then still works and is still necessary in Windows 7. Motivation:Sometimes, perhaps often, the bad guys are more motivated than the good guys. Maybe its the potential for a huge payday, a sense of pride, the desire for respect from their peers or a sense of nationalism (it has been
suggested that some hacking is state sponsored). Bad guys rarely get caught.Competent techies:When hiring nerds, it's hard to judge technical competence. Computers are a new and fractured field. Plus, as noted above, programming is still an art rather than a science. The good guys may not be perfect:Some good guys are not well trained for the
task at hand. Some are optimists (only a pessimist will think of everything that can possibly go wrong and plan for it). Some are lazy. Some are intellectually challenged (think boss's brother-in-law). As noted in the first point on this list, the good guys only need to fail once for the house of cards to fall. Then too, some good guys are not good guys at all
- it only takes one rogue techie to undermine the good work of their honest techie colleagues. SQL injection:If anything points up the imperfect nature of developers, it's SQL injection, a way of hacking into websites. SQL injection is totally preventable (I say this having worked with databases for many years). That it succeeds, is a mark of sub-optimal
application developers. Perhaps lazy, perhaps ill-trained, perhaps an honest oversight here and there, or maybe just under the gun to finish a project as quickly as possible. The bad guys are constantly getting better, both in the sophistication of their software and their scams. They also adapt to pick on the weakest link in the security chain. For
example, as Windows got better at keeping itself updated with bug fixes, the bad guys moved on to attack other popular software (Java, Flash, Adobe Reader). Not enough sandboxing:Sandboxing refers to putting a virtual wall around an application to insure that it does not harm the rest of the system. My favorite Windows sandboxing utility is
Sandboxie. It can prevent the permanent installation of malicious software on Windows PCs. It does not prevent malware from getting onto a computer in the first place, and the malware can execute if not caught by standard antivirus software. But Sandboxie can prevent malware from permanently residing on a Windows computer. It does not get
nearly the attention it deserves. Highly recommended.Antivirus software:Speaking of antivirus software (for Windows), any single product offers flawed protection. Many computers with up to date antivirus software get infected anyway. And, even if an antivirus application detects malware, that doesn't mean it's cleanup of the infection will be
perfect. For better detection, occasional scans with a different antivurus program are the way to go. Better still, an occasional scan with software that runs off its own bootable CD is the best approach. Microsoft just released their Standalone System Sweeper and many antivirus vendors, such as Avira and Kaspersky, offer something similar. Yet, how
many people do this? Google:Bad guys trick Google into listing malicious web pages and images near the top of search results. My defense against this is Web of Trust, a free browser plugin available for Firefox, Chrome and Internet Explorer. The C programming language refuses to die. Newer operating systems (found on smartphones) can
remotely disable applications that are determined to be malicious. This is not possible on the older systems used on personal computers. Computer and network security may not get the attention it deserves at companies. This is understandable as it's not an income producing area. Like insurance, it costs money and returns nothing, at least nothing
immediate.It has been all over the news recently that Lockheed-Martin's network was attacked and somewhat breached. What I find interesting about the story is that as a result of the attack, Lockheed-Martin "took swift and deliberate actions" to increase their network security. Really? If there was any company that should have the best possible
computer security its Lockheed-Martin. Yet, even they weren't giving security sufficient priority. All security schemes need constant care and feeding. Automated tools only go so far. But monitoring takes more time/effort/expense than many companies are willing to endure. Judging by the stats I get, virtually no one reads this blog. Depressing, isn't it,
just how long this list is? I did not set out to make a long list, just a list. And, it's probably not comprehensive. Update: Added Google about an hour after first publication. I had this in my initial notes, but somehow mis-placed it. Copyright © 2011 IDG Communications, Inc.
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